
 

 

 

 

The Cylinder  

Demand Program 
 



Introduction 

The Cylinder Demand program provides a simple way of determining how many cylinders that will be needed to fulfill 

orders that have been entered into the system. The program works by looking at the demand for cylinders (how many 

orders are in the delivery ticket file) by type of cylinder. 

The demand for cylinders is compared to how many full cylinders that are available for delivery. When cylinders are 

filled, then the available amount is increased. Conversely, when cylinders are shipped, the available amount will be 

decreased. In order to use this program to make forecasting demand easier, you will need to make sure to update the 

cylinder records each time cylinders are filled. 

 

The program name is CYLDEMAND_Q. 

The date range can be selected to show All 

Dates, One Date or a Range of Dates. 

Typically All Dates would be selected, but 

using the program will help to determine 

which option works best. 

 All Cylinder Types or One Cylinder Type 

can also be selected. As and example, 

selecting One Cylinder Type would make it 

possible to see just the Demand for Large 

Oxygen cylinders. 

If there are multiple companies (meaning that there is more 

than one delivery ticket file), then you can select which 

company you want to view the Demand for. 

The Fill Demand Buffer is a safety margin. In other words, if 

the system says that there are orders for 50 large oxygen 

cylinders, then you may want to fill more than 50 large oxygen 

cylinders to give yourself a cushion for future orders. The 

buffer can be changed each time the program is run until the 

appropriate number is determined. 

The Meeting Demand option makes it possible to show all 

cylinders with Demand or just those cylinder types that do not 

have enough available to fill the Demand based on existing 

orders. 

Anytime the options are changed the Refresh Grid button will need to be clicked. This will recalculate the Demand 

based on the new selections. 
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When the Demand is shown on the screen, then the Status indicator, 

at the far right, will display as green if there are enough full cylinders 

available to meet the demand. If there are not enough full cylinders 

available to meet the demand, then the Status indicator will be red. If 

the option was selected to only show cylinders where fill demand is 

not met, then every record displayed would have the Status indicator 

shown in red. 

Have questions? Feel free to send us an email, we welcome the questions! 
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